CPSC 437/537: Database Systems

Ennan Zhai
ennan.zhai@yale.edu
Homework

• We have five assignments
• I will add paper reading tasks in hwk 2-5
• About regrading
• About questions in hwk and exams
Objectives

• Build an app based on relational DB
• Practice DB-related programming
• Experience the difficulties of scraping real data
• Learn how to design DB
• Create something useful and add to your cv
Objectives
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Try to learn something useful!
Rules

• Put the data into a well-designed database
• Real data from the Internet or simulated data
• Run interesting computations on the data
• Project report and git repo
Team & Schedule

• 2-4 people for each team
• Let me know your team members before Sep 30
• Develop your system using git repo (e.g., Yale Github)
• Talk with me if you have any questions